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Taking care of Environmental concerns in the NUSAF Sub-Project Cycle

Level Sub-project cycle phase Responsible body
Community * Awareness (including environmental and social Community Facilitator
level concerns) trained by the

* needs assessment!PRA DEO(District
* identification (ofpossible environmental Environmental Officer)

problems and mitigation measures)
a selection of Community Project Management Completed proposal is

Committee (CPMC) submitted to the LC 3 by
* preparation of sub-project (SP) chairperson of CPMC with
X writing of SP proposal Parish Development
* implementation, management, reporting Council (PDC) approval
* accountability, M&E

LC 3 X Desk appraisal. (Sub-county sectoral technical Sub-county technical
staff assess environmentalproblems and planning committee
mitigation measures identified at the community (ATPC) / planning officer
level)

X field appraisal
X recommendation for approval to council

LC 5 * Reviews proposal, (assess environmental District Technical Planning
problems and mitigation measures identified and Committees (DTPCs) /
appraised at the Sub-county level) District Environment

* approves, signs agreement (memorandum of Officer (DEO)
understanding with CPMC/CSO), supervision

c incorporates in district development plans
NUMU I operational documentation Executive Director NUMU

* consolidate action plans from districts (Northern Uganda Social
* allocate resources Action Fund Management
E transfer funds Unit)
* overall coordination NEMA (National
* monitoring and evaluation (including Environmental

environmental and social effects) Management Authority)
E Alerting OPM on safeguard issues

OPM/NUSAF * approves integrated operational plans PS OPM (Office of the
Board * pre-allocates resources to districts Prime Minister)

* monitors impact
a provides policy guidance
* Alerting the World Bank on potential violation of

safeguards

CSO: Civil Society Organisation
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PROCESS DIAGRAM FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSEMENT IN NUSAF
SUB-PROJECTS

Identification

Stage 1 Community CDI sub- Facilitator supports
g project proposal form CPMC to prepare SPPF

(SPPF)

Desk Appraisal Review of Guidelines & Suport
Stage 2 ~~~~~SPPF based on checklistStage 2 

N Does SPPF consider District Environment
Environmental Officer and Sector
j i \ Issues ? / Specialist review

compliance

Field Appraisal
Stage 3 N On the ground Coordinate & Sup }rvise

verification

DeferTed SP review Advise NEMA & Sector
byNUMU / Ministries

Stage 4 Approval

by LC5

Ap roved

Stage 5

Launch: Re-confirm
compliance with
Environmental guidelines

Stage 6
Project Implementation,
Monitoring & Evaluation

CDI : COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE
CPMC: COMMUNITY PROJECT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
NEMA: NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY
NUMU: NORTHERN UGANDA SOCIAL ACTION FUND MANAGEMENT UNIT
SP: SUB-PROJECT



NUSAF ESMP Attachment 2:
Draft Environmental and Social Checklist for Desk and/or Field Appraisal

Checklist Questions Additional
Data needs

PROJECT SITING
1. Who selected the site of the project 1 l l

Yes No
2 Is the project sited near conservation worthy ecosystems, flora or fauna (e.g protected

areas, wetlands, forests, sites of historical or cultural importance)
which may be impacted negatively as a result of project activities? .

3 Is the project sited near major water bodies (rivers, lake, lagoons, wetland, etc)?

4 Is the project sited near main domesticfcommercial use such as borehole, water well,
spring etc?

5. Is the project sited in an area prone to soil erosion

6. Are there people who will be displaced/removed from the project site?

7. Will the project lead to migration into the area?

8. Is the community in agreement about the project site? =

PROJECT INPUTS

9. Will the project require large volumes of construction materials to be taken from local
sources (eg gravel, stones, water, timber, fire wood)?

10 Will project require use of heavy machinery and equipment ?

11 Will project require significant levels of service amenities to support the workforce?

12 Are the chemicals/oils be used in the project approved for use in Uganda?

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

13. Will the construction/implementation activities lead to degradation or loss of quality of
any environmental component such as forests, air, soils, water, wildlife, fish, plain,
swamp/wetland, etc?

14. Will the project construction activities present dust' chemical/ smoke pollution risks or
lead to a significant increase in noise pollution in neighbourhood? _

15. Will project Implementation activities lead to significant employment opportunities?

ANTICIPATED PROJECT OUTCOMES

16. Will the project result in significant quantities of wastes or eroded material?

17 Will the project lead to significant changes in land use patterns?

18 Will the project lead to unplanned/squatter settlements or access to conservation-worthy
ecosystems or over exploitation of natural resources (eg land, forests)?

19 Be likely to require mitigation measures that result in the project being socially or
financially unacceptable?



Technical Guidelines for Mitigation Management for different subproject types

Community Schools and Buildings

Siting / Preparation Stage:

Choose an appropriate site for your project approved by the community.
Avoid dumpy or water logged sites and wetland areas

* Look at other alternatives and weigh the advantages against disadvantages of different sites
* Avoid termite infested areas. Where there are no alternatives take measures against termites

in the designs and during construction.
Consider other existing structures on site in relation to your new project
Incorporate indigenous customs and building techniques in project designs if possible

* Consider adapting layouts to fit natural patterns on project sites
* Remember to clear only the affected site and not to cut trees when not necessary
* Ensure a holistic design approach, taking into account the operations of the existing building,

buildings to be added and support facilities like water supply, sanitation and the environment
Base design criteria and selection of materials according to local conditions and availability of
resources
Design for maximum efficiency in materials and energy use

Construction Stage:

• Always take measures to minimise off site effects like quarries, debris, tree cutting, and to
restoring them

* Ensure all your building waste is attended to - do not bury paint tins and plastics as they do
not decompose

* Incorporate permanent erosion control plans on the site - provide a drainage system in the
areas close to the school and always include dish drains around your buildings

• Ensure that the sand digging is done a good distance away from the school buildings and
make sure you bury the quarries regardless of distance and area affected

• Make sure you clear all the debris or broken bricks from the kilning site and use them in the
construction for back-filling (when crushed ), brick drains construction of paved walkways etc.

* Avoid massive disruption of top soils during construction
* Cover haulage trucks carrying cement or lime and avoid vegetation destruction to create

temporary access roads to the construction site
* Provide enclosed storage for cement, lime and oils
* Outline safety techniques and accident emergency measures during construction activities
* Collect only adequate wood for brick making (kilning) - consider alternative brick making

technologies if forest cover is deteriorating
* Use water to minimise the dust generation
* Remove excess materials of laterite, stone aggregate, concrete blocks, bricks, timber pieces

Operation Stage:

* Dig a pit for ordinary waste, do not through tins, glass and plastics in pits
* Plant trees and flowers around the school
* Do not cut and trees unnecessarily around the premises
* Do not allow animals to use the school premises for grazing



Community Health Centres

Siting / Preparation Stage:

Choose an appropriate site for your project approved by the community.
Avoid dumpy or water logged sites and wetland areas
Look at other alternatives and weigh the advantages against disadvantages of different sites
Avoid termite infested areas. Where there are no alternatives take measures against termites
in the designs and during construction.
Ensure the appropriate guidelines for disposal of waste is followed
Ensure the construction plans are according to MOH guidelines, but incorporating community
views and wishes
Make sure you consult experts on the equipment required for the full operations of the health
centre and if not among the project components, find out the cost and who will provide it upon
completion of the project

Construction Stage:

Avoid chopping down trees if you can
Remember that the activity of digging soils from any part of the land will result in quarries,
minimise and restore these.
Always take measures to minimise off site effects like quarries, debris, tree cutting, and to
restoring them

- Ensure all your building waste is attended to - do not bury paint tins and plastics as they do
not decompose, consider recycling e.g flower pots etc.

• Incorporate permanent erosion control plans on the site - provide a drainage system in the
areas close to the health centre and always include dish drains around your buildings

* Consider the drainage system in the areas close to the school and always include dish drains
around your buildings and ensure rain water is taken away from the buildings as much as
possible.

• Make sure you clear all the debris or broken bricks from the kilning site and use them in the
construction for back-filling (when crushed ), brick drains construction of paved walkways etc.
C Clean construction sites daily and provide adequate building waste disposal methods
U Use water to minimise the dust generation

Operational Stage:

- Make sure the system for disposal of waste is adequate and functional
Planting another tree in the community for every tree cut is a good environmental practice.
Separate disposal systems for medical or hazardous wastes; put in place safety procedures
the trees should only be cut if other solutions to save the building are not viable. Trees should
be planted away from buildings



| ~~~~~Latrines and Water Borne Toiletsl

Siting / Preparation stage

• Ensure the V l.P is built downhill from the well and bore-hole to reduce the chances of ground
water pollution

• Incorporate into larger waste disposal systems where possible
* Select appropriate technology for waste water disposal

Weigh siting alternatives with environmental considerations in mind
Check the type of soils at the site - construction on of a VIP latrine in sandy soils shall
require extra care and expertise
Design centralised systems to avoid leakage - do not scatter pit latrines around the site
unnecessarily, this spreads ground contamination on site

Construction Stage

* Study the latrine technical drawings carefully before starting to build
Take measures to avoid the collapsing of the foundation walls while building, especially in
sandy soils

* Make sure you have the technical drawing all the time on site
* Incorporate permanent erosion control plans on the site

Operation Stage

* Ensure hygiene education on the uses of the facilities
: Do not through toxic or hazardous waste in pit latrines - as this could lead to ground water

pollution upon which most communities rely for domestic water supply
- Keep the pit latrine clean all the time



Small Scale Water Supply and Watering Projects

Wells and Bore holes:

Siting:
* Always site your wells or bole holes at a higher ground level compared to the pit latrines or

septic tanks and soak-aways. Make sure community and water point committee understands
and agrees with siting

* Make sure community and water point committee approves the design of the protected spring
* Weigh siting alternatives with environmental considerations in mind
* Select workable water extraction or booster systems
* Make efforts to have the water tested periodically

Construction stage
* Make sure water point committee understands the design and is involved in supervision of

the construction
* Provide effective drainage for water spills at water pumping or collection points
• Install adequate pumps approved by Ministry of Water
* Confirm water yielding levels before implementation
* Dig wells only in the dry season

Operation Stage
* Provide adequate protection from livestock
* Regulate the use of water points through community agreements or local bye laws (e.g.

washing at water points, no water wastage, user fee payments etc)
* Make sure the water point committee have adequate tools and learn how to maintain the

water point

Cattle waterin points and water retention reservoirs

Siting /Preparation Stage
* Make sure community agree on the site and the usage
* Ensure that the layout of the furrows or field is not too steep (gradient)
• Ensure the siting of the project avoids or minimises encroachment on swamps and other

ecologically sensitive areas
* Avoid dislocation of populations and communities

Construction Stage
* Follow technical guidelines from Ministry of Water
* Avoid massive topsoil disruption
* Mitigate topsoil disruption
* Plant trees and other ground cover

Operational Stage
* Take measures to avoid siltation from the feeding streams
* Take measures to avoid erosion around the water point/reservoir
* Make sure community agrees on usage of the water



Access and Community Roads

Siting

* If the route is other than the old road, make sure environmental assessment of new road bed
is done

* Make sure the communities agree with the route of the road
* Select your road route such that there are no or less disturbances of human communities
* Consider alternative options
* Make adequate consultation and ensure participation of all potentially affected communities
* Pay particular attention to the drainage along the road
* Minimize loss of natural vegetation during construction
* Incorporate adequate and effective drainage works in the designs
* Ensure careful siting and management of construction camps to avoid environmental and

social disruption

Construction Stage

* Carry out earth movements during the dry season
* Protect drainage channels with berms
* Consider a good number of drainage outlets
* Avoid the use of heavy equipment and vehicles if you can during construction

Operation Stage

* Provide for anti-littering or anti-dumping local bye-laws on roadsides
* Make agreement with District Council on maintenance

Bridges/Culverts

Siting

* Make sure communities agree with bridge sites and consider alternative sites,
• Ensure that special attention is paid to the drainage system along the road leading to the

bridge
* Regulate through local agreements or bye laws the transportation of materials though the

bridge
* Ensure safety is considered in the design e.g. the provision of bridge side barriers

Construction

Cleanup construction sites, recycle building waste materials
Construction during dry season; take measures to minimise erosion of river banks

* Minimise the disruption

Operation

* Agree with community and District Council on maintenance of structures



Generic Environmental Review (ER) Checklist for NUSAF sub-projects at
community level in sectors not covered by mitigation measures checklists

Type of Expected Impact Description of Impact Proposed Mitigation
Measure

PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT
Increased soil erosion?

Increased sediment load
into receiving waters?

Likely contamination of
surface or sub-surface
waters?
Excessive dust, waste or
noise during construction or
operation?
BIOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENT
Removal or disturbance of
natural vegetation?

Subproject in core or buffer
area of a protected area?

Disruption or disturbance of
animals or any locally
important animal habitat?
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
Aesthetic degradation of a
landscape?

Degradation or disturbance
of an historical or cultural
site?
Transport or use of toxic
substances that poses a
risk to human health?
Involuntarily displacement
of individuals or families

Economic losses to
individuals or families
because of the subproject?



Attachment 3: Uganda's National EIA Policy

THE BASIC COMPONENTS OF THE EIA PROCESS

This part presents specific guidelines for each level of EIA, and also provides guidance to the
general public who are interested to know basic elements of the overall EIA process, including
the procedure for screening and scoping.

The basic components of the ETA Process in Uganda consist of three interconnected phases:
screening, environmental impact study, and decision making. The relevant components of the
EIA process can be applied to policies and projects during the conceptual and design stages, or
after completion of policy and/or project formulation and design but before actual
implementation. The basic components of the EIA process, including outputs and inputs, are
illustrated in Figure 2-1. Briefly, the three phases include:

2.1 Phase I: SCREENING

Not all development projects may necessarily cause adverse effects on the environment due to
differences in scale of the operation, nature of the proposed project and its location. Thus, not all
proposed projects requiring EIA shall undergo the entire ETA process, nor necessarily the same
level of assessment.

The objective of the screening phase therefore is to determine if a proposed project has or does
not have significant impacts. If it is determined not to have potential to cause significant
environmental impacts, it shall be categorically excluded from further environmental impact
assessment, and an appropriate decision shall be made to approve and implement the project,
with, where appropriate, recommendations to the developer, for sound environmental
management of the project. If, however, it is not exempt, and is found to have the potential for
significant environmental impacts, further screening is conducted to determine if mitigation
measures can readily be identified through further Environmental Impact Review (EIR) or a full
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) shall be required. If in conducting the EIR adequate
mitigation measures are incorporated for the identified impacts, the environmental aspects of the
project can be approved.

If, on the other hand, adequate mitigation measures are not identified, the project shall be
subjected to further detailed Environmental Impact Study (Phase H).

The screening process, therefore, assists in determining whether a proposed project:

* clearly does not require EIA ie; exempt category,
-has significant environmental impacts for which mitigation measures can readily be
identified either directly or through environmental impact review, or

* has significant environmental impacts whose mitigation measures cannot readily be
identified, hence requiring a detailed Environmental Impact Study.
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If a decision is made at the screening stage to exempt a project, or to approve its environmental
aspects on the basis of identified mitigation measures, such a decision shall be contained in a
Certificate of Approval of the Environmental Impact Assessment issued by the Authority.
If, however, after screening, it is determnined that the project requires a detailed Environmental
Impact Study (ElStudy), such a certificate shall only be issued after approval or disapproval of an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

2.2 Phase II: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY

2.2.1 Scoping:
The initial step in the Environmental Impact Study (ElStudy) is to determine the scope of work to
be undertaken in assessing the likely environmental impacts of a proposed project. Scoping
involves identification of potentially significant environmental impacts and/or elimination of
insignificant impacts, and is applied to all activities which require a full Environment Impact
Study. Usually this includes meetings with relevant agencies and stakeholders to obtain their
comments on what should be included in the study and what alternatives should be considered.

Agency/Interested Party Coordination: The scoping exercise should, to the extent possible,
involve consultation with potentially affected communities, relevant government agencies,
representatives of other interested parties including Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs),
the private sector, independent experts and all other stakeholders including the general public.
Usually this will include meetings to obtain their comments on what should be included in the
study and what alternatives should be considered in order that an adequate Environmental Impact
Study shall be conducted.

The responsibility for scoping shall be that of the developer, but the Authority, Lead Agency and
other interested parties shall be consulted. The developer shall undertake to prepare a scoping
report which summarizes the results of scoping, and which shall also constitute part of the Terns
of Reference for the study. The Terns of Reference shall therefore define the scope of the
EIStudy. Such Terms of Reference shall be submitted to the Authority, that shall in-turn forward
them to the appropriate lead agency(ies) for comment. The Terms of Reference shall be reviewed
by the Authority, in consultation with the responsible Lead Agencies before an Environmental
hnpact Study is conducted.

During scoping, the developer, in consultation with the Authority, Lead Agency, and other
appropriate and interested parties, stakeholders and the members of the general public, shall
determine the following, among others:

suggested delineation of the appropriate boundaries to be considered in the ElStudy;
questions about the proposed project which should be answered through the EIStudy;
identification of the potentially significant impacts of the project which shall be
addressed in the EIStudy;
alternatives to the proposed action;
the full range of stakeholders to be consulted and suggestions for full public involvement
in the process;
identification of the full range of stakeholders who may be affected or are interested in
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the proposed project;
other technical aspects related to the proposed action; and
identification of other past, present, or foreseeable future proj ects in the area that may be
impacted upon by, or will impact on the proposed project.
how the proposed project conforms to existing laws, policies and regulations.

Where the Lead Agency is the developer, it shall prepare the Terms of Reference for the study
and these shall be reviewed by the Authority.

Identification of significant impacts during scoping

The identification of potentially significant impacts is left to the discretion of all the parties
involved in the scoping exercise. Significance is a project and site-specific determination,
depending upon the context of the project and its associated activities, its scope and magnitude,
and the nature of the proposed project site.

In identifying potentially significant environmental impacts, participants in the scoping exercise
shall use their own experience, expertise and knowledge of the project area/site, or they may
utilize a Checklist (Annex 5) to assist them in identifying the potentially significant impacts.
Participants with little knowledge of the project area/site may consider visiting it to acquaint
themselves with the site conditions prior to the scoping exercise. The participants shall also
consider direct and indirect impacts, as well as cumulative and any likely growth inducing
impacts of the proposed actions.

Once the potentially significant impacts are identified, the participants shall review the proposed
alternatives and suggest, if necessary, other alternatives which should be assessed. Impacts which
the participants agree must be addressed to protect the environment shall be considered
potentially significant.

The scoping exercise shall conclude with the identification of the relevant inter-disciplinary
expertise necessary to address the identified significant impacts. The names and qualifications of
the experts identified to undertake the Environmental Impact Study shall be approved by the
Authority.

2.2.2 Conducting ElStudy and preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS): Based on the information from the scoping exercise as contained in the Terms of
Reference, an Environmental Impact Study shall be conducted and an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) will be prcpared. The developer shall submit ten copies of the
EIS to the Authority, that shall in-turn forward copies to the Lead Agency and to other
stakeholders and interested parties for comment and review, before approval is
considered. Any comments received shall be taken into account in making a decision on
the EIS.

2.3 Phase III: DECISION MAKING:

Either on the basis of a finding that a project is exempt, appropriate mitigation measures have
been incorporated for identified potential environmental impacts, or the preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement, a decision shall be made to approve or disapprove the
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environmental aspects of a proposed project. If approved, the necessary action shall be taken by
the developer. The basic steps in the approval process for the EIS include the following:

2.3.1. Review of Environmental Findings: The Authority, in consultation with an appropriate
Lead Agency, shall review the contents of the EIS, paying particular attention to

identified environmental impacts and mitigation measures related thereto, as well as the
level of consultation and involvement of the affected stakeholders in the ElStudy process.
In this review, the level of address of the Terms of Reference set out for the study shall be
considered. The Lead Agency, stakeholder and public comments shall be taken into
account in making a decision by the Authority to approve or disapprove the EIS.

2.3.2. Approval of the EIS by the Authority: Based on the contents of the EIS, and taking
into account the Lead Agency review findings and the stakeholder and public comments
on the EIS, the Authority shall, undertake to approve or disapprove the environmental
aspects of the project, or part thereof, and issue a Certificate of Approval of the
Environmental Impact Assessment. The Authority may also issue such approval
subject to such conditions it deems necessary.

2.3.3 Decision on project and record of decision: After approval or disapproval of the
environmental aspects of the EIS by the Authority, the Lead Agency decision makers and
licensing authorities, will then take appropriate action to approve or deny the project
based on all of its merits (environmental, social, economic, political or other factors), and
a Record of Decision (Anncx 7) shall be prepared.

After reaching a decision on the proposed action, if it is approved, the developer will be licensed
or permitted to implement the project in accordance with the mitigation measures stipulated in
the Environmental Impact Statement and any other terrns and conditions attached to the approval.
If it is denied, the developer may, if such denial is based on environmental considerations that

can further be improved, be urged to revise the proposed action to eliminate adverse impacts.
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Fig. 2:Simple EIA Application in Project Planning

Project Identification
What environmental impacts are normally associated with the type of project being

proposed?
(Identify them)

'I
Is the Project Pre-feasibility Analysis
Is the Project feasible from an environment point of view?

'I
Project Design

(a) What negative environmental impacts could arise if the proposed project is
implemented with proposed design?

(Identify them)
(b) Is there alternative design with less environmental impacts?

'I
Project Appraisal

Have all the environmental concerns associated with the project been eliminated?
(Identify ways of eliminating/mitigating them )

Project Implementation
What environmental concerns might arise at the implementation phase of the project?

(Identify ways of minimising these)

Preparation of an Environment Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
(a) What environment monitoring indicators are required to ensure that the

implementation of components of the project will be executed within
environmentally sound limits?

(Identify monitoring indicators)
(b) What is required to ensure that the recommended environmental control measures

will be implemented and enforced?
(Prepare a comprehensive environment monitoring and management p lan)

Post EIA Monitoring and Environment Audit
(a) Is the implementation of components of the project being executed in an

environmentally sound manner?
(b) Are all the recommended environmental control measures being implemented and

enforced?
(c) Are there any environmental impacts that were earlier not anticipated when EIA

was done?
(Identify gaps and corrective action)



NUSAF ESMP Attachment 4:

GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND
INVOLVEMENT IN THE OVERALL EIA PROCESS.

The central policy of the EIA process is the full opportunity for public involvement and participation
throughout the entire EIA process. People, including individuals, or groups of local communities who may
be directly affected by a proposed project will clearly be a focus for public involvement. Those directly
affected can often be easily identified and may include project beneficiaries, those likely to be adversely
affected, or other stakeholders with interest or are likely to benefit or to be affected by the proposal in one
way or the otlher. These may include govemment agencies, NGOs etc.

The identification of the "public" likely to be indirectly affected by the proposed activity is, however, often
more difficult. It is thus important to exercise care in deciding who participates to ensure that a fair and
balanced representation of views is sought and that the views of the directly affected, the poor or minority
groups are not overshadowed by those of the more influential members of the public. However, the level
and mode of public participation and involvement required for a particular proposed project will depend on
its social and political context, as well as the magnitude of its anticipated impacts.

5.1 Advantages of public participation and involvement in the EIA process
* Public participation in EIA is a systematic way to obtain public input and involvement in the

planning and development process as well as in the decision making process. In this regard, public
involvement gives those who will be affected by the project an opportunity to contribute to its
design and operation, thereby ensuring a more hannonious long-term relationship between the
project and the surrounding conmiunity,

* it provides a way and opportunity for the concerns and views of the public to be heard, ie; EIA
gives the public opportunity to review and discuss the proposed action and make their views
known,

e when people are informed about a project, their anxiety and concerns tend to be reduced and the
proposed project has more likelihood of being accepted by those likely to be directly interacting
with the project,

* the puiblic in a project area have a wealth of knowledge and information about local conditions
which can be valuable to improve a project. Based on such local knowledge, local people often
can present evidence about potential consequences of a project, and can make suggestions not
readily apparent to outsiders, scientists and decision makers on ways to avoid or minimize adverse
impacts, and how to capture and enhance potential benefits. Thus, through consultations and
involvement in the scoping process, the public can play a role in defining the environmental
concerns of a project to be evaluated, and suggesting other available alternatives to be assessed.
This information can also be used as baseline conditions against which impacts may be measured
and monitored,

• public participation h-as the double benefit of producing better projects and a better-informed
public,

* public participation permits full disclosure of the potential environmental effects of a project and
how to mitigate them through ensuring that no major impacts are overlooked,

* involving the public and local communities can broaden their understanding of the project, and
thus enable them to play a meaningful role in monitoring and ensuring compliance to the
mitigation measures proposed in the EIS.

5.2 How to involve the public in the EIA process
The various methods of public participation in the EIA process have different intrinsic levels of
involvement which may be determined on a project-by-project basis. For example, informal small group
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meetings may be the best way to discuss an item of specific concem with a small group, whereas a mass
media campaign involving public displays and advertising may be adopted in other circumstances. The
public may appropriately be involved in the EIA process through:

- informing the public about the proposed project,
- participation in scoping exercises,
- open public meetings/hearings on the projects,
- inviting written comments on proposed projects fiom those who can put their comments in

writing,
- use of community representatives,
- comment and review of the Environment Impact Statements,
- making relevant documents available to any interested members of the public in specified places

or at the cost of reproduction.

5.3 Stages for public involvement in the EIA process
In its broadest sense, public involvement and participation is an on-going activity which takes place
throughout the entire EIA process.

5.3.1 Public consultation before ElStudy is done.
If after receiving and screening/reviewing the developer's project brief, the Authority, in consultation with
the Lead Agency, decides that it is necessary to consult and seek public comment, it shall, within 4 weeks
from submission of the proj ect brief and/or notice of intent to develop, publish the developers notification
and other supporting documents in a public notice. When the notification is accompanied by voluminous
documentation, it is permissible to publish a summary of it in a public notice, indicating the nature and
location of the project, characteristics of site and specifying the places where the documents of the
developer can be consulted.

Objections and comments from the public and other stakeholders shall be submitted to the Authority and to
the Lead Agency within 21 days from the publication of the notice.

5.3.2 Public consultation during the ElStudy
The team conducting the ElStudy shall consult and seek public opinion/views on environmental aspects of
the project. Such public involvement shall be during scoping and any other appropriate stages during the
conduct of the study.

5.3.3 Public consultation after ElStudy is done (EIS Review)
The Environment Impact Statement (EIS) shall be a public document and may be inspected at any
reasonable hour by any person. Considering the scale and level of influences likely to result from the
operation of the proposed project, the Authority, in consultation with the Lead Agency, shall decide
regions where it is necessary to make the contents of the EIS known to the public.

Within 2 weeks from the date of receiving the developers's EIS, the Authority shall, if it finds it necessary,
publicize receipt of the EIS, identify the concemed region and concemed stakeholders, the places for
inspection of the EIS, and shall also make copies or summaries of the statement available for public
inspection.

The public notice shall include a summary of assessment data indicating nature of project, location,
characteristics of site and the results of the assessment. It shall also specify the places where the EIS may
be consulted, and a notification to copy / send any comments to the Authority.

The Authority shall also send copies of the developer's EIS within 14 days from the date on which it was
received , to other relevant agencies and experts for comments. Public comments and/or objections shall be
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submitted to the Authority within 3 weeks of the publication of the notice.

5.3.3.1 Presenting opinions on the EIS
Those members of the public who may have opinions from points of view for environmental conservation
on the EIS may present their written opinions to the Authority within 21 days from the day of publicity.

The Authority, in cases where it is presented written opinions provided for in the preceding paragraph
shall, in consultation with the Lead Agency, take these into consideration in making a decision on the
environmental aspects of the project soon after expiry of the 21 days provided for in the same paragraph.
Where it finds it necessary, the Authority may require the developer to take all necessary steps to address
the issues raised.

Where the Lead Agency is the developer, Authority shall make the necessary and appropriate decision on
the environmental aspects of the project.

5.4 Holding public hearings
The Lead Agency, in case where it recognizes that it is necessary to hear opinions of the public in
concemed areas, shall, in consultation with the Authority, hold public hearings on the days contained in a
notice for public hearings.

The public in the concerned areas, and other interested parties, may present their opinions at the public
hearings from points of view for environmental conservation and socio-economic considerations. The
developer may explain or present his (her) opinions at the public hearings.

The Lead Agency, in case where public hearings are held, shall make a record of the opinions presented at
the hearings, and shall forward such opinions raised to the Authority. The Authority, in consultation with
the Lead Agency , shall take such opinions into consideration in reaching a decision on the EIS.

Where the Lead Agency is the developer, the Authority shall, where it deems it necessary, hold such
public hearings.

5.4.1 Notification on public hearings.
Where it is necessary to hold public hearings on a proposed project, a notice
for the public hearings must be made at least 10 days to the meeting. Such a notice may be:

- posted in or near the affected community,
- published in a daily newspaper in an official language,
- published in a local newspaper in an appropriate local language,
- notified to the public through any other suitable media.

The notice shall contain full information about the location, time of the proposed meeting, and the items to
be considered by the meeting; and shall also announce that no decisions are to be made on matters not so
noticed.

5.4.2 Where to hold public hearings
- project site.
- meeting place within Lead Agency quarters/board room.
- any other facility with adequate capacity, and available for this putpose.
- social centers.
- any other convenient place identified for this purpose.


